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At the  young age  of ten  I would get up at five o’clock every  morning to deliver newspapers to fifty of my 
neighbors. My first month  on the  job I earned $70.  I thought I had  won the  jackpot. My parents told me, 
'Any man  can  make  money, but it takes a wise man  to save it'. I wanted to be wise so I saved. By the 
time summer rolled around I had  my heart set  on attending a basketball camp  with my friends. My 
mother  told me,  "If it's something you want  to do we will let you pay for it." I was  ten  years old and  I 
had  to fork over $200  of my hard  earned money. I couldn't believe it, $200  was a fortune and  all my 
friends had  parents paying for it. But I learned a very valuable lesson, I have the  ability to earn  and  to 
save  money and  I need to be wise in order  to have the  things I truly desire. 

 
From  a young age  I knew  I wanted to pursue a career in healthcare. From  a young age  I also knew  the 
education to do so would be  very expensive. During my youth  I worked  very hard,  I learned to budget 
my money, curb  my appetites and  eventually I saved  enough money to pay for my first year  of college. 
Finishing that  year  with no debt  required some sacrifice, but it felt as good  as  the high GPA I earned. 
This was a path I wanted to stay  on. 

 
Following that  year  I found  a summer job that  paid purely on commission. I loved that  I would be  paid 
better  for performing better. I worked  exceptionally hard  and  when  the summer was  finished I had 
earned over  $45,000. I felt like my ten-year-old self who thought he  had  won the  lottery. The  basketball 
camp  experience from my youth  made me realize that  if I wanted to pay for my professional education 
I could, but I would need to be frugal and  smart in order  to afford it. 

 
I was  fortunate enough to continue with my summer job through college. This enabled me  to 
independently support my small family, pay  for my education, and  pay  for my wife's education all while 
keeping my eyes on the  goal of minimizing my future debt.  By the  time I started at Midwestern 
University nearly two years ago,  I had  saved  over $150,000 thanks to my hard  work, budgeting and 
frugality. Through two years of school at Midwestern University my piggy bank has  slimmed 
dramatically, yet I am  still debt  free due  to the  financial literacy I had  developed through my 
experiences. As my little family grows so does  the  financial burden. For this reason I ask  for your  help 
with a scholarship which will enable me  to continue down  the path  I have started to borrow  less, live 
frugally and  graduate with the  least possible debt. 


